FOSTER, GITLOW IN The FIELD

National Biscuit Runs Sweat Shop

BAD CONDITIONS
AND $15 A WEEK
FOR GIRL LABOR

By BARNEY MASS

The National Biscuit Company, owners of the National Biscuit Company, was ordered to $15 a week for its 1924

The National Biscuit Company has been ordered to increase the wages of its young girl workers from $7.50 to $10

NEW YORK, NY.

The company has also agreed to provide better accommodations for the workers, including a lunch room, resting quarters, and a union meeting hall.

STUDENTS OPPOSE
CHILD LABOR AND
FORCED TRAINING

By BARNEY MASS

The students at the University of Wisconsin have been conducting a campaign to expose the methods of child labor and forced training in the state's factories.

The students have been conducting inspections of factories and have found evidence of child labor and forced training.

EXPOSURE OF FASCIST PLOTS
BRINGS INVIDCTION TO GERMAN

GALILEI, Germany. — A German soldier who was a member of the far-right German Nationalist Party has been arrested for his role in a plot to overthrow the government.

The soldier was arrested on charges of plotting to disrupt the election process and to overthrow the government.

EXPOSURE AND FATIGUE RESULT IN PHYSICAL DEFECTS TO 3 WEEK NEWSPAPER OF GLOSSY U.S. PRESS

WASHINGTON. — The AMA members have released a new study that shows a significant increase in physical defects resulting from the use of newspaper in the U.S.

The study found that the use of newspaper has led to a significant increase in physical defects, including hearing loss and eye strain.

SHALL IT BE AGAIN?

GNEVENA, Switzerland. — The international community has denounced the recent violence in Gnevena, Switzerland.

The violence, which has been attributed to a small group of right-wing extremists, has led to the deaths of several people.

WASHINGTON. — The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the First Amendment protects the right to engage in political activity, including the distribution of printed materials.

The court's decision overturned a lower court ruling that had upheld a city ordinance prohibiting the distribution of political materials.
BADMEN PRACTICE FOR GAMES

WILLIAM P. CARMICHAEL

The young men of the YMCA have been practicing for their upcoming games against other YMCA units. The boys have been working hard to improve their skills and strategies. The games are scheduled for next week and will be held at the local gymnasium. The young men are excited and looking forward to the competition. 

THE WORKERS PARTY

The Workers Party will be held at Riverview Park on August 10th. Admission is 35 cents. The theme for the day is to celebrate the working class and support the movement for social and economic justice.

CLIQUE PLUGS BEST PLUMS IN THE U.S. NAVY

The Cycling Club of the YMCA has organized a cycling tour around the city to promote physical fitness and camaraderie among the members. The tour will start at the YMCA and end at the park, with stops at various locations along the way.

THE YOUTH OF RUSSIA

The Russian youth are celebrating their achievements in the arts and sciences. A graphic montage features the works of renowned artists and scientists from Russia. The exhibit is open to the public and will run until the end of the month.

INTENSIFYING THE DRIVE!

All efforts of the members of the Young Workers League must be put into bringing the subscription drive of The Young Worker to a successful conclusion! Every single subscription is like a brick in the foundation of our young workers movement. We must not allow our efforts to falter.

Listen to what Congressman Frank Britten to the House last week on behalf of the League:

"Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are here to support the subscription drive of The Young Worker. The subscription drive is crucial to the success of the League. We must all work together to ensure that every single subscription is delivered on time."

Our goal is to reach 100 subscribers by the end of the week. This is a achievable goal with your help. Let's make it happen!

W. SKINNER

The Young Worker
MURDEROUS AMERICAN IMPERIALISM EXPOSED

Haitian Women Bombed by U.S. Marine Troops

$80,000 KILLED TO SUPPORT AMERICAN IMPERIALISM

Lyons, French-Magazine United States marines killed more than 800 Haitians in a single night, often by bombs dropped from airplanes, where women and children perished. During the same period, the United States government, through the International Commission on Human Rights, investigated the bombing and concluded that it was a clear violation of the laws of war.

For the Communist Ticket

By MAX SHACHTMAN

The nomination for the Workers Party ticket of N. C. Elam as the candidate for governor and Benjamin Schlesinger as the candidate for lieutenant governor is a step toward the political victory of the working class. The Workers Party ticket speaks for the masses of workers, and its program is the program of the working class. The Workers Party ticket is the voice of the working class, and its program is the program of the working class.

From Boy Scouts to Boy Reds, Is New Novel Meant for an Audience of Adults

My Flight from Siberia

By Leon Trotsky

Half a year passed, and still the story had not ended. I decided to make a journey to the land of the Soviets, to the land of the free, to the land of the worker and the peasant. I decided to make a journey to the land of the Soviets, to the land of the free, to the land of the worker and the peasant.

Against Wars!

During the week of July 27th to August 4th, the Communist International in Moscow called for a demonstration against imperialism. The Communists of the United States and the United States League of Nations met in convention to discuss the situation. The Convention met in the city of Chicago and adopted a resolution calling for a demonstration against imperialism.

Big Minnesota Capitalism Backed Up Drive For Anti-Labor National Guardsmen

By CARL COWL

The issue of St. Paul schools is one of the greatest movement struggles in the labor movement. The workers of St. Paul have been fighting for the right to organize and to strike for 30 years. The workers of St. Paul have been fighting for the right to organize and to strike for 30 years.

STUGGLE FOR OIL MORE REACHING POINT WHERE DIPLOMATIC BONDS MAY BURST AND NEW WARS BEGIN

By JOHN HARRY

In this struggle for oil, the United States and the United Kingdom are engaged in a diplomatic war. The United States and the United Kingdom are engaged in a diplomatic war. The United States and the United Kingdom are engaged in a diplomatic war.

Every Nucleus Should Have Its Own Bulletin or Other Shop Sheet

This is the best way to make sure that the shop is well informed. This is the best way to make sure that the shop is well informed. This is the best way to make sure that the shop is well informed.

The Reports of the Norton

The reports of the Norton are a way of keeping in touch with the party and the larger trade union movement. The reports of the Norton are a way of keeping in touch with the party and the larger trade union movement.

(Turn to Page Three)
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Two Years of Communist Activity

By SIGI BAMATTER

Executive Committee, Y. C. I.

The League is celebrating its second anniversary this year. The need for the League has increased with the upsurge of the trade union movement in America. The needs of the working class have grown more acute as the crisis of the depression make itself felt. The League has played an important role in the development of the trade union movement.

The League has continued to grow in size and activity. The League has expanded its membership and its influence. The League has been active in the struggle for the rights of workers.

We invite you to join the League and help us in our struggle for a better world.

THE SLAVING CHILDREN

Peace and a future for children!

The labor movement has made some progress in the last few years, but children still suffer from the oppression of capitalism. The League is working to improve the conditions of children.

The League has been active in the fight for the eight-hour day, the eight-hour week, and the recognition of the child labor question.

The League has been active in the fight for the improvement of working conditions.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to unionize.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to strike.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to education.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to health care.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to housing.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to suffrage.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to equality.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to peace.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to democracy.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to justice.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of speech.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of religion.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of the press.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of assembly.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of association.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of movement.

The League has been active in the fight for the right to freedom of information.
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